This paper shows an adaptive statistical test for QRS detection of electrocardiography (ECG) signals. The method is based on a M-ary generalized likelihood ratio test (LRT) defined over a multiple observation window in the Fourier domain. The motivations for proposing another detection algorithm based on maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation are found in the high complexity of the signal model proposed in previous approaches which i) makes them computationally unfeasible or not intended for real time applications such as intensive care monitoring and (ii) in which the parameter selection conditions the overall performance. In this sense, we propose an alternative model based on the independent Gaussian properties of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) coefficients, which allows to define a simplified MAP probability function. In addition, the proposed approach defines an adaptive MAP statistical test in which a global hypothesis is defined on particular hypotheses of the multiple observation window. In this sense, the observation interval is modeled as a discontinuous transmission discrete-time stochastic process avoiding the inclusion of parameters that constraint the morphology of the QRS complexes.
Introduction
One of the most relevant waveforms in the electrocardiogram (ECG) is the QRS complex since it has been used in several medical applications [1] such as noise cancelation [2] , the automated determination of the heart rate [3] or computer-based arrhythmia monitoring [4] . The QRS ECG segment reflects the electrical activity during ventricular contraction, thus the time of its occurrence as well as its shape provide relevant diagnostic and prognostic information in clinical practice [5] [6] [7] .
In the past decades several approaches to QRS detection based on different paradigms have been successfully proposed. Examples of such approaches are based on the field of artificial neural networks [8] , genetic algorithms [9] , wavelet transform [10] or filter banks [11] , analyses of signal parameters such as slope, amplitude and width [12] , as well as other heuristic [13] and non linear transforms. Most QRS detectors have been developed following a three-step structure [3] , that is, a linear filter suppressing noise and artifacts followed by a nonlinear transformation for signal enhancement. The output of these two stages is then fed to a third decision rule stage for detection. The main target of this paper is focused on the third stage, therefore the proposed method could be used in combination with detectors described in the literature which have been developed from ad hoc reasoning and experimental insight.
Up to our knowledge the first approach based on maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation for QRS detection was proposed in [14] . In the latter work a complex mathematical model in the time domain was introduced to find several ECG parameters such as amplitudes, widths or arrival times, which provide an appropriate fit to that model using a pre-defined matched filter. As the authors acknowledge, this method was computationally unfeasible [14] , thus additional simplifications and approximations on the MAP estimation were needed to be introduced to reduce the computation time [15] , but still the method could not be considered as a real time approach, i.e. the estimation of arrival times are not necessarily found in temporal order [15] . This problem can, of course, be solved if the size of the observation window is reduced, as shown in the experimental part of this paper where this method is analyzed as a baseline. This is mainly motivated by the longterm observation window of the model which assumes that the observation vector contains an unknown number q of pulse-shaped waveforms.
On the other hand, the asymptotic properties of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) coefficients [16] could be as well analyzed in the definition of the signal model, that is they are defined as Gaussian variables. If these assumptions are considered in context, an effective and real-time M-ary Likelihood Ratio Tests (LRT) detector could be derived with a lower number of parameters to be estimated, i.e. only the variances of the noise and desired signal. In this sense, we showed recently [17] that incorporating contextual information from preceding and succeeding samples, and multiple hypotheses in the LRT, reports benefits for signal detection in other fields of research such as speech processing or voice activity detection. This paper analyzes this signal model together with other innovations, showing a novel QRS detector that extends the number of hypotheses of the M-ary LRT in a multiple observation window.
The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows. Section shows a general description of the signal model and the detector structure. Topics such as the definition of the M-ary LRT, the partial and global hypotheses that are considered in the test, and a revised maximum a posteriori (MAP) statistical test are presented and discussed. Several examples are also discussed as well as the influence of the model parameters in the detector performance. Moreover, in this section a robust method for statistical parameter estimation, i.e. the PSDs of the QRS and noise processes, is shown based on the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) estimator [16] . Section 0.0.1 analyzes the proposed detector together with an approximate statistical LRT related to previous approaches in speech recognition such as [17] [18] [19] . Section 0.0.1 is devoted to the experimental framework including the discrimination analysis and the QRS detection performance evaluation. All the experiments are carried out on the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia standard Database [20] . Finally, section 0.0.1 summarizes the conclusions of this work.
Adaptive QRS detection based on MAP LRT

Signal Model
The ECG signal is modeled as a discrete-time stochastic process [15] ; typically, the observation signal for a real time QRS detector, including at most q~1 pulse-shaped waveforms, is given by:
where s(n) is the QRS complex with known morphology (pulseshaped waveform), arrival time h, amplitude B and width DvN which is corrupted by a stationary, white, Gaussian process u(n) with variance s 2 v . Furthermore, s(n) is considered to be composed of two identical waveforms q(n), one of which is shifted T samples in time and has opposite sign:
In addition, the temporal parameters of this model are considered as discrete/continuous random variables with known probability densities which are relevant for subsequent ECG analysis [14, 15] . Based on the observed signal x(n) the structure of the MAP estimator is derived by maximizing the log-likelihood function in [15] , which depends on the previously defined parameters and relies on the Gaussianity of the noise.
Some of the drawbacks associated with the present model are: the large amount of parameters to be tuned during the design and test of the system; the noise is neither stationary nor ergodic, i.e. the occurrence of noise is due to different waveforms such as P or T waves, from myoelectric origin or transient artifacts; some changes in the QRS morphology could arise from physiological origin or technical problems being unlikely to be effectively modeled by just an amplitude value; etc. Therefore, obtaining the detector structure by maximizing the log-likelihood function as the one in [15] , requires the estimation of parameters that are essentially time dependent since probability distributions could be time-varying.
Due to the above-mentioned reasons another simpler statistical model is used in this paper which is based on theoretical findings in the Fourier analysis [21] . The Fourier expansion coefficients of the observed signal are assumed to be statistically independent Gaussian random variables:
These coefficients are obtained by decomposing the signal into overlapped frames each of size N w vN with a S w -sample window shift, where N is total number of samples of the signal, and by computing the J-point windowed DFT spectral representation on a frame by frame basis:
; V k~0,:::,J{1 ð4Þ
where j denotes the frame index, w represents the window (typically a Hamming window to reduce the correlation between widely separated spectral components) and EwE is its norm. Thus,
2 is a consistent estimation of the power spectral density (PSD) of the signal.
In the Fourier domain the observation window can be rewritten as:
Thus, once the window size N w is selected, the channel can be described as a vector sequence X j that alternates between two possible states, i.e. presence or absence of pulse-shaped waveforms (q~1 and q~0 respectively). Assuming that the total number of observations (i.e. frames) is t N{Nw Sw sz1~2Lz1 and the number of signal observations is t NwzD Sw s~2Qz1, the partial observation vectors can be reindexed and grouped into a global observation matrix (from now on buffer):
The content of the buffer, assumed symmetric without loss of generality, is shifted one position to the left in each step of the algorithm so the new feature vector obtained after the analysis of the current analysis window is inserted in the (2Lz1)-th position. Based on this signal model the detector now can formulate a binary decision about the presence or absence of the QRS complex in the central frame stored in the central position (frame Lz1) without loss of generality, using the L preceding observations X 1 ,:::,X L f g and the L succeeding observations X Lz1 ,:::,X 2Lz1 f g : Consequently, any algorithm using this obser-vation model exhibits only an L-frame computational delay so that the decision over the (Lz1)-th frame of the signal is only available after the (2Lz1)-th frame has been analyzed.
Detector Structure based on MAP M-ary LRT
Given the signal model in equations 3 to 6, the probability for each observation vector can be evaluated under binary hypothesis testing as:
where h j~f 0,1g is the partial hypothesis, that is, the presence or absence of the QRS complex in the observation vector X j ; and l S (k) and l V (k) are the PSDs of the QRS and noise processes, respectively, which are estimated using the Ephraim and Malah minimum mean-square error (MMSE) estimator [16] . The observation vectors X j in the bufferX X are assumed to be statistically independent, thus the conditional probability conditioned on the global hypothesis h:fh 1 , . . . ,h 2Lz1 g, can be calculated by
The independence approximation between observation frames that is followed by many authors [15, 22] is considered and analyzed in a previous work [22] . Nevertheless the correction introduced in the latter paper requires a very complex model for the observation probabilities in the simplest case (jointly Gaussian observation frames), and does not substantially alter the performance of the detector, although the overlap between observation frames introduces a significant correlation between them.
Let H 0 and H 1 be the set (or the matrices) of hypotheses (or states) h which define the absence or presence of the QRS complex in the buffer, respectively, and follow the selection criteria:
where B r (Lz1) stands for the closed ball of radius r centered at Lz1 in the space of integers K. Thus, the presence or absence of the QRS complex depends on the partial hypotheses formulated on the central frames of the buffer. Taking into account this definition, the joint probabilities p(X X,H 1 ) and p(X X,H 0 ) can be obtained by:
where p(h) is the a-priori probability of hypothesis h (see Appendix S1 for the calculation of these probabilities). As readily shown from (10) the maximization of the likelihood function avoids the estimation of the pdf for several parameters related to the desired signal features (amplitude, width, etc.) [14] or the parameter selection to define a subset of matched filters that better maximize this function [15] . However, it requires to estimate the a priori probability of the states, that can be easily measured analyzing an ECG template (see section 0.0.1 and Appendix S1).
Finally, in order to detect the QRS complex, the MAP optimum criterion is defined to be an M-ary LRT (with M~2Lz1) as follows:
where the decision threshold g is used to tune the operating point of the detector. Thus, the largest conditional probability is selected by computing the weighted probability of the states defined in (9) . If (12) is approximated by taking the maximum log value of the hypotheses, a revised statistical test can be defined in matrix form removing the summation symbols as:
where H k is the K|M row-wise matrix of states h, B k :½log p(X 1 Dh 1 ), log p(X 2 Dh 2 ), :::, log p(X M Dh M )
T , J k is the K|M matrix of ones and
is the column vector of the logarithmic a priori probabilities of the hypotheses in H k . The value K depends on how the selection criteria in (9) are defined.
Examples. For L~Q~1 and B 0 ½Lz1, i.e. a ball with radius r~0, for the selection criteria (only the central frame defines the hypothesis), the 2 2Lz1 |2Lz1~8|3 H matrix is defined as:
where H 0 and H 1 are given by: 
4|3
In this case only the central hypothesis defines the presence or the absence of the QRS complex. The selection criteria could be modified in order to be more conservative in the detection of the QRS complex by selecting B 1 ½Lz1 (a ball with radius r~1), then:
and H 0 is a 7|3 matrix defined by the rest of states which lie out of the ball.
Estimation of Statistical Parameters
In a real time QRS detector the processing to be performed on the incoming signal x(n) is divided into two phases: i) delimitation of the observation window that should not exceed the size of the ECG signal period, i.e. it should not include two QRS complexes; ii) estimation of the model parameters in (7), i.e.
Unlike other approaches we use the same detector structure with the same parameter values for both estimations.
Noise Spectrum Estimation. An initial model for the noise spectrum should be determined from the incoming signal. To this purpose fiducial points are computed for a few initial periods of the ECG signal following the procedure described in [23] . Once the isoelectric line is determined the noise spectrum V j (k) is backward computed from these knots and smoothed by averaging [16] . Moreover the noise spectrum is then updated, in a similar fashion of the recursive averaging method proposed in [16] , during the non-QRS periods (determined by the detector) by means of a 1st order IIR filter on the smoothed spectrum:
where l u~0 :98. QRS Spectrum Estimation. The clean QRS spectrum is estimated by combining smoothing, spectral subtraction and conventional two-stage mel-warped Wiener filter design [24] . The latter attempts to remove additive noise throughout two filtering stages: the first stage coarsely reduces noise and whitens residual noise; the second stage removes any residual noise.
where l s~0 :99. Then the Wiener filter H j (k) is designed as:
where g min is selected so that the filter yields a minimum attenuation of 20 dB. Finally the clean QRS spectrum is computed as:
This Wiener filter design process is repeated twice [24] . With these operations we derive the ML estimators of the k-th signal spectral component variance (l S (k),l V (k)) in the j-th analysis frame which have been successfully used in other fields such as speech enhancement [16] .
The use of the adaptation presented in equation (15) similar to the one in equation (14) allows that the spectrum models can not be affected during failure detection segments, i.e. l*1.
This kind of adaptations have been successfully applied in other fields such as voice activity detection in speech recognition [20] where the samples rates and spectral width of the signal of interest are higher than the ones in ECG signal processing.
Analysis of the proposed QRS detector
In this section several aspects of the proposed algorithm are described and analyzed. In particular, we derive an approximation of the M-ary LRT of equation 13 to validate its usability to discriminate QRS frames from noise frames. Moreover, the application on several examples of the analyzed database [20] and the estimation of the a-priori probabilities are presented for further analysis.
A-priori probabilities of the states
The a-priori probabilities of the states p(h) that are necessary to evaluate equation 13, can be calculated in terms of the probability of QRS segments (w~K=F , where K is the total number of QRS blocks, i.e. heartbeats in the signal and F the total number of observation frames) and the a priori probability of QRS frames (r~S=F where S is the total number of QRS frames) as shown in the appendix. These probabilities can be experimentally assessed by the use of manually segmented ECG databases where the proportions for the different ECG segments are available. In this paper an ECG template is used to estimate these probabilities based on the standard test waveforms specified in ANSI/AAMI EC13:1992 [25] . Following this recommendation a synthesized ECG signal was generated [26] with the following parameters:
N ECG sampling frequency: F s~3 60 Hz. N Heart rate mean: 60 bpm. N LF/HF ratio: 0.5. N Number of heartbeats: 256 with standard deviation 1 bpm.
obtaining the values w~0:0028 and r~0:0907 (see figure 1) . These probabilities could, of course, be better adjusted using a real manually-segmented ECG record, however the model is performing well enough with these approximate values as it is later shown in the experimental part.
Approximate log M-ary LRT estimation
For a simplification of (13) a particular transition is analyzed (see figure 2) . This corresponds to a situation in which M{V (being V the number of noise samples) observations in the buffer of size M~2Lz1 are QRS frames from a total of 2Qz1 QRS frames. The most probable hypotheses in H 0 and H 1 , denoted by h 0~f h 1,0 , . . . ,h M,0 g and h 1~f h 1,1 , . . . ,h M,1 g respectively, are evaluated by taking the max logarithms in (12):
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Removing the partial states of h 1 and h 0 in common that is h j,1~hj,0 it leads to:
By defining the subset V of indexes where j is evaluated (subframe ½Lz1{r,V which appears shaded in light gray in figure 2(b) ) and substituting equation (7) in the previous equation, the decision rule is finally defined as 
where j k,j :
is the a-priori SNR for the k-th band and
denotes the a-posteriori SNR for the k-th band at the j-th frame of the buffer [27] . In addition, a scaled (normalized in length) decision rule independent of V and J:
is preferred, where V {Lzr{1 is the cardinality of V. This statistical test can be understood as an average of the decision criterion over the selected frames present in the buffer. Finally, from (24) the expected value can be computed:
By using
and assuming stationary white noise and signal models (the SNRs are constant for all the frequency bands k) it yields:
As shown in Figure 3 under this naive approximation based on a Gaussian process the proposed M-LRT may effectively discriminate between QRS and noise frames for a wide range of SNRs during step transitions in the observation window.
Additional improvements
A significant improvement will now be discussed by the use of additional parameters in the maximization of the probability logfunction in a similar fashion of the models proposed in previous MAP detectors. In particular, we consider L as an independent discrete random variable with uniform pdf p(L) in the interval ½L 1 ,L 2 , where L 1 ,L 2 are positive integers. With this innovation the maximization in (13) can be rewritten as: where h h is the logical complement of h. The benefit of the present modification consists in adjusting the window size of the observation interval to the most probable hypotheses. The calculation of this modification is not time consuming for model orders L~0, . . . ,L 2 , where L 2 is the target model order, since they are required for the computation of the overall log function and can be evaluated recursively [19] . Let ' j,L :log C Ã be the M~2Lz1-order log-probability function at jth frame as shown in Eq. 13, then the recursion in the model order can be evaluated as:
where
and p k~l og (p(h k )); the recursion in time can be evaluated as:
Evaluation on real ECG segments Figure 4 shows two examples of the database [20] and the results of the proposed QRS detector with the same proportion between the length of the window and the length of the overlap ()25%). The selection of the size of the window influences the performance of any detector since it controls the amount of information processed in the test. Typically the QRS complex lasts for about t QRS~7 0{110 ms, thus a suitable selection for the observation window is N~t QRS : F s *40 samples.
On the other hand, the selection criteria are analyzed in figure 5 . The decision function of the detector is plotted for r = 0 and r = 1 radii, where the benefits of the restrictive conditions imposed in (9) for r = 1 are highlighted. Under these conditions the detector removes possible false alarms that occur in peaked T segments. Using r = 1 and an overlap of 30 samples is a suitable choice taking into account the duration of the QRS segment (,40 samples). Therefore, this configuration will be used in the experimental part.
Experiments and Results Discussion
The proposed detector was mainly evaluated in terms of the ability to discriminate between QRS and non-QRS periods at different noise scenarios and SNR levels. All the methods including the matched filter MAP detector as well as the proposed M-ary LRT were evaluated under the same conditions, that is, the same amount of information is available for the segment assessment. In our method the noise reduction method based on the Ephraim and Malah estimator [16] was used for estimating the a priori SNR, and an adaptive threshold update enables the effective tuning of the operating point for the wide range of SNR conditions.
The MIT-BIH database
Several standard ECG databases are available for the evaluation of software QRS detection algorithms [3] . The application of our MAP method on any of these well-annotated and validated databases provides reproducible and comparable results. In addition, these databases satisfy the above-mentioned conditions under which the method should be tested on, that is, they should contain a large number of selected signals representative for the large variety of ECGs, SNRs, as well as signals that are rarely observed but clinically important.
One of these databases is the MIT-BIH database [20] , provided by MIT and Boston's Beth Israel Hospital, which consists of ten databases for various test purposes; i.e., the Arrhythmia Database, the Noise Stress Test Database, the Ventricular Tachyarrhythmia Database from Creighton University Cardiac Center, the ST Change Database, the Malignant Ventricular Arrhythmia Database, etc. The first three MIT-BIH databases are required by the ANSI for testing ambulatory ECG devices.
The experiments in this paper focus on the Arrhythmia Database which contains 48 half-hour excerpts of two-channel ambulatory ECG recordings, obtained from 47 subjects studied between 1975 and 1979. The recordings were digitized at 360 samples per second per channel with 11-bit resolution over a 10 mV range where several cardiologists independently annotated each record [20] , altogether there are about 116137 QRS complexes. While some records contain clear R-peaks and few artifacts (e.g., records 100-107), for some records the detection of QRS complexes is very difficult due to abnormal shapes, noise and artifacts (e.g., records 108 and 207) as shown in figure 6 . Note the different decision range for both detectors and the benefits of the proposed QRS decision (Fourier domain versus time domain).
Performance Measures
The usage of software QRS detection algorithms in medical devices requires the evaluation of the detection performance on standard databases. According to [28] , essentially two parameters should be used to evaluate the algorithms; that is,
where S denotes the sensitivity, P L the positive likelihood, T P the number of true positive detections, F N the number of false negatives, and F P the number of false positives.
Using these measures two MAP decision methods are evaluated on the standard MIT-BIH database in order to get comparable and reproducible results. The former is based on a real time implementation of the matched-filter proposed in [14] . This approach is applied to an observation window comparable with the one used by the other QRS MAP detector (delimitation of the observation interval), thus the method is converted into a real time detector provided that the application of the original approach to the MIT-BIH records is computationally unfeasible. The latter approach is the M-ary LRT-based detector proposed in this paper. Furthermore, we are focussing our attention in the decision rule stage, that is, the methods based on MAP decision, since they mean a general framework and could be used in conjunction with other approaches such as linear filtering, non-linear transformations or heuristics based procedures for the same detection problem.
The model parameters are selected with values N w~f 40,100g and S w~f 10,25g samples, respectively. The order of the model is selected to be L~f1,2,3g, therefore the size of the observation interval is f70,175g up to f110,275g samples. Note that the typical P-QRS-T interval duration is about 530 ms (,190 samples at 360 Hz) thus the last value is clearly out of this bound. The matched filter used as the baseline method is defined in the time domain as a perfect replica of a QRS template using a synthesized ECG signal. Thus, the classical method has been design under the more favorable conditions by using a time-reversed template of the waveform. The maximization of the log function is carried out on the arrival time h among all possible values in the observation window.
The results of this comparison are shown in table 1, where the S and the P L of the proposed and the baseline methods at the operation point are shown. This table summarizes the average hitrates for all the noises and SNR conditions present in the database of the previously analyzed methods. It is clearly shown that, while the revised method yields similar QRS detection accuracy when compared to the matched filter based detector [14] at low model order, it exhibits an improved accuracy in detecting QRS periods when the order is increased, i.e M = 7. The improvements are especially important for poor SNRs and the presence of artifacts or abnormal QRS shapes as shown in figure 6 . By using the other combination in the delimitation of the observation interval, i.e. N w~f 100g and S w~f 25g we obtain similar results to those explained before, that is, increasing the model order provides an increase in the detection performance except when M = 9 since the observation interval does not fulfill the assumptions held in section 0.0.1, i.e. it contains 325 samples (,900 ms) thus two QRS complexes may be included in it. As a conclusion it is shown that the M-ary LRT method yields a significant improvement in S, and in P L when the model order is greater than three M.3 and provides similar results as the trade-off between those measures when compared to the baseline. Moreover, from this analysis the proposed detector scheme for M = 5 achieves the best compromise among the different detectors tested. It yields good results in detecting QRS and non-QRS periods and exhibits a very slow performance degradation at unfavorable noise conditions in QRS detection.
However, this analysis could be biased because it may depend on the number of pairs S, P L used to compute the averages and standard deviation, the non-uniform location of these pairs, etc.
Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves
The receiving operating characteristic (ROC) curves have shown to be very effective for the evaluation of any kind of detector [3, 14, 15] . They actually test the robustness of the system by showing the tradeoff between the error probabilities of QRS segments and non-QRS detection as the threshold varies and completely describe the detector error rate. However the performance of the detector depends on the background SNR and therefore, the ROC curves are obtained by averaging the performance of the detector on every single record. Thus, the average should be computed under the same conditions and the ROC curves should be displayed on several conditions, i.e. SNR, type of noises etc. in order to provide a fair comparison.
Nevertheless, figure 7 shows the P l versus the false alarm rate (FAR 0~1 {S) for all the records of the MIT-BIH database under several noise conditions. Additionally, to help the interpretation of the results, table 2 shows the Area Under Curve (AUC) for the ROC curves in figure 7 . The proposed method yields better results than the previous MAP method for M = 7 and similar results for other detector configurations. The improvements of all MAP detectors are provided by the robustness of the decision rule of these statistical methods that are developed with a suitable design.
Complete QRS performance study
For the above-mentioned reasons many papers evaluate the proposed detectors on standard or non-standard databases [3] , by limiting their study to the inclusion of a tape-by-tape performance list. One example of a standard database is the MIT-BIH database [29] where several examples of ECG signals and noises are collected and become a real challenge. Another option is to collect own databases [14, 15] , the so-called non standard databases, with controlled noise conditions which allow to fairly evaluate the performance of the proposed systems. In order to allow for comparisons, our approach is tested against a free-access standard database [20] . As in previous sections, the comparison is focused on the decision rule stage using the matched-filter based detector as a baseline framework. Table 3 shows the same analysis as in [29] . The proposed detector produces F N~3 072 false negative detections and F P~2 158 false positive detections for a sensitivity of S~98:07 percent and a positive likelihood of P L~9 7:27 percent. This includes all episodes of ventricular flutter and other difficult segments that occur on several tapes, i.e. 207. The results for the matched filter are similar to the ones obtained by our method, i.e. over the 112646 beats the baseline detector produces 3910 false positives and 2749 false negatives for a S~96:56 and a P L~9 7:56. The positive false alarms that occurred were most often caused by the existence of tall and peaked T waves. This is due to their spectral properties that differ so little from those of the QRS complex. The negative false alarms were most often caused by the wrong adaptation of the noise model preceded by a frame where a QRS detection failure occurred. Again, it is worth mentioning that the detectors do not include any other linear filtering or nonlinear transformation stages that of course could improve the performance of both detectors.
The QRS decision rule is formulated over a sliding window consisting of 2L+1 observation feature vectors around the frame ' for which the decision is being made. This strategy, known as long term information provides very good results using several approaches for detection [30] , however it imposes an m-frame delay on the algorithm that, for several applications including QRS detection, is not a serious implementation obstacle. As an Table 1 . Operation points for the MAP based QRS detectors. Average and deviation of S and P L (N w~4 0, S w~1 0). example for the case L~5, N w~4 0 and S w~1 0 and F s~3 60Hz, the delay of the algorithm is d~1=2 : ½(50z40)=360*0:12s.
Conclusions
The use of a M-ary statistical LRT based approach to QRS detection was analyzed in this paper. The method uses a M-ary LRT defined over a multiple observation window in the Fourier domain and, additionally, it reduces the complexity of the signal model proposed in previous approaches. We proposed an alternative model based on the independent Gaussian properties of the DFT coefficients which simplifies the MAP probability function. One of its main strengths is that the observation interval is modeled as a discontinuous transmission discrete-time stochastic process which avoids the inclusion of parameters that usually constraint the morphology of the QRS complexes. Furthermore, other methods require the estimation of parameters that are essentially time dependent. On the contrary, in the proposed method, the only parameters that need to be estimated are the variances of the noise and the desired signal. Another important fact is that, unlike other approaches, we use the same detector structure with the same parameter values in all the phases of the algorithm.
After the description and derivation of the proposed algorithm, we presented a simplification in order to demonstrate the ability of the M-LRT to effectively discriminate between QRS and noise frames for a wide range of SNRs during step transitions in the observation window. Moreover, we preliminarily discussed the derivation of a potential improvement to the proposed algorithm which includes the window size of the observation in the maximization so it is adjusted to the most probable hypotheses. Future work will be oriented to study the performance of such configuration.
Regarding the performance of the proposed algorithm, we fairly compared it to a real implementation of the classical matched filter method. To allow for future comparison of our method, we tested Table 2 . Area Under Curve (AUC) of the ROC curves obtained by averaging all the tapes in the database. our method over the standard and publicly available MIT-BIH database, which includes different QRS morphologies, types of noise and SNRs. It is also important to remark that since the goal of the paper was to propose a new algorithm for the decision stage, the analyzed detectors did not include any other linear filtering or nonlinear transformation stage that could have improved their overall performance. Moreover the classical method used as a baseline required the selection of a perfect time-reversed desired waveform to effectively perform in QRS detection, among a large number of parameters [14] . On the other hand, by defining a suitable observation interval, the proposed detector provided similar detection rates but under easier parameter tuning conditions.
We showed that, while the revised method yields similar QRS detection accuracy when compared to the matched filter based detector at a low model order, it exhibits an improved accuracy in detecting QRS periods when the order is increased to M = 7. The improvements of the proposed method are especially important for poor SNRs and the presence of artifacts or abnormal QRS shapes. Furthermore, it was shown that the M-ary LRT method yields a significant improvement in both the sensitivity (S) and the positive likelihood (P L ) when the model order is greater than M = 3. Among the different tested configurations, the proposed detector scheme for M = 5 achieves the best compromise between S and P L .
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